FOUNDATION

Gemstone Birth Months, Anniversaries and Qualities
Alexandrite
Birth Month: June
Anniversary: 55

Beautiful Alexandrite is a very rare, color changing gem. By day they can
appear light blue-green to rich emerald depending on the stone. By night
colors range from a light blush pink to a purply red ruby or amethyst. This
stone brings serenity, joy, compassion, love and spiritual growth; it
strengthens intuition while promoting creativity and imagination.

Amethyst
Birth Month: February
Anniversary: 6 & 17
Aquamarine
Birth Month: March
Anniversary: 19
Citrine
Birth Month: November
Anniversary: 13
Diamond
Birth Month: April
Anniversary: 60 & 75
Emerald
Birth Month: May
Anniversary: 20 & 35
Garnet
Birth Month: January
Anniversary: 2nd
Peridot
Birth Month: August
Anniversary: 15
Ruby
Birth Month: July
Anniversary: 15 & 40

Amethyst is the stone of spirituality and serenity. It brings peace, balance and
inner strength. Amethysts are known for natural healing abilities of circulatory
issues, pain reduction, the calming of arthritis and as a cure for insomnia.

Sapphire
Birth Month: September
Anniversary: 5 & 45

This celestial beauty is the stone of wisdom. Sapphires are associated with
joy, inner peace, meditation and reflection. The throat, or 5th chakra is
associated with sapphires because they assist in opening and healing the
thyroid and provide clarity to speak from pure truth and intention.

Topaz
Birth Month: November
Anniversary: 23
Tourmaline
Birth Month: October
Anniversary: 8

Associated with the 3rd, solar plexus and 6th, third eye chakras, Topaz
helps you manifest your intentions with clarity, is both soothing and stimulating and directs energy wherever it is needed.

Zircon
Birth Month: December

Blue Zircon, known as the winter gemstone, nurtures tranquility and promotes resting. It is also believed to promote honor, wisdom and prosperity.

Beautiful healing Aquamarines bring clarity and courage, and calm the
spirit. Associated with the sixth or throat chakra, these lovely water-element
gemstones promote speaking from the highest truth.
Citrine is the gemstone for joy, success, abundance and clarity of thought.
Manifest your intention with this beautiful stone of the third, solar plexus
chakra.
Diamonds are the most precious of the gemstones and symbolize eternal
love, light and compassion. Diamonds bring clarity of mind, aid in spiritual
consciousness and connecting with your highest self.
Emeralds symbolize rebirth and love. Healing Emeralds are associated
with the fourth, heart chakra allowing us to connect with universal love and
compassion.
Garnets bring romance, passion and intimacy and encourage healing of
the blood, lungs and heart. Garnet is primarily a root-chakra, cleansing and
balancing stone that reenergizes the chakras.
Known as the “gem of the sun,” Peridot unites the third, solar plexus
chakra to the fourth, heart chakra allowing us to manifest our purest intentions of the heart and connect with love and compassion.
Representing grounding life force, Rubies are associated with the 1st, root
and 4th, heart chakras. Passion, self-confidence, inner-strength, honesty
and clarity are just a few of the powerful Ruby’s attributes.

Tourmalines aid in detoxification and are used to reduce toxin-related
ailments. Tourmalines are the stone of compassion, balance, transformation
and healing.

